An analytical model for rotator cuff repairs.
Currently, natural and synthetic scaffolds are being explored as augmentation devices for rotator cuff repair. When used in this manner, these devices are believed to offer some degree of load sharing; however, no studies have quantified this effect. Furthermore, the manner in which loads on an augmented rotator cuff repair are distributed among the various components of the repair is not known, nor is the relative biomechanical importance of each component. The objectives of this study are to (1) develop quasi-static analytical models of simplified rotator cuff repairs, (2) validate the models, and (3) predict the degree of load sharing provided by an augmentation scaffold. The individual components of the repair constructs were modeled as non-linear springs, and the model equations were formulated based on the physics of springs in series and parallel. The model was validated and used to predict the degree of load sharing provided by a scaffold. Parametric sensitivity analysis was used to identify which of the component(s)/parameter(s) most influenced the mechanical behavior of the augmented repair models. The validated models predict that load will be distributed approximately 70-80% to the tendon repair and approximately 20-30% to the augmentation component. The sensitivity analysis suggests that the greatest improvements in the force carrying capacity of a tendon repair may be achieved by improving the properties of the bone-suture-tendon interface. Future studies will perform parametric simulation to illustrate the manner in which changes to the individual components of the repair, representing different surgical techniques and scaffold devices, may influence the biomechanics of the repair construct.